18th and 19th century Religion and Society

Primary


Comprehensive


Unclassified Primary


Social dimensions of Religion

Primary


Unclassified


**Secondary**

**Religion in Rural Society**

**Religion and British Empire**

**Impact of Evangelical Christianity on Upper and Middle Classes [and thus public affairs]**

**Popular Millenarianism**

**18th and 19th Century Working Classes**

**18th Century Labor**

**Introductory**

**Early Trade Unionism**

**Class Consciousness**

**Early 19th Century**

**Thompson and Criticism**

**Debate over 'Class vs. Community' cont.**


**Chartism**


**Middle-Late 19th Century**

**Primary (Trade Unionism and Labor Aristocracy)**


**Alternate Primary Text**


**Trade Unionism and Working Class Life**


**Secondary Additions**


**Landed and Monied Elites of the 18th and 19th Centuries**
18th Century


18th century Secondary – check first


19th Century

Primary


Main Secondary


Professional Middle Class


Growth of middle classes relative to the landed elite


Landed Elite

19th and 20th Centuries – The Rise of Labour and the Decline of the Liberal Party

Liberalism, Overview (1868-1929)


Liberalism, 1886-1900


Liberalism, 1900-1914


The Rise of Labour and the Decline of the Liberal Party, 1914-24


Post-War British Politics

General


**The Labour Governments, 1945-1951**


**The Conservative Hegemony, 1951-64**


**The Labour Party in Opposition and in Power, 1951-79**


**Thatcherism**


**Post Thatcher**

